Abstract: In this work we study the use of nonlinear model predictive control for the control of fed-batch processes. The main idea is to use composite nonlinear models consisting of multiple linear models that are identi ed and interpolated. The approach is illustrated by a simulation study of a fed-batch process for the synthesis of hexyl monoester maleic acid.
INTRODUCTION
In this work we study the use of nonlinear model predictive control NMPC for the control of batch and fed-batch processes. Such processes are common in industries where the linear model predictive control LMPC strategy is well accepted. However, the highly nonlinear nature of most batch and fed-batch processes suggest that performance will be lost when using LMPC rather than NMPC. Industrial implementations of LMPC rely on most cases on experimental models that are derived using designed experiments and systems identi cation. For the application of NMPC, the development of a nonlinear prediction model is a major bottleneck, in addition to the design of nonlinear state estimators and implementation of reliable nonlinear programming algorithms for the real-time optimization. Any practical NMPC implementation must resolve the above mentioned problems. In this work we focus our attention to NMPC of batch processes, and like Foss et al. 1995 , Townsend et al. 1998 , Trierwiler and Secchi 1998 , Gonz alez Santos et al. 1999 , Mollov et al. 1998 , Roubos et al. 1998 we investigate the use of a composite global model based on multiple local models as an underlying model representation in cases when a global nonlinear model is not readily available. Such models o er the advantage that they are still transparent in the sense that their structure posses a useful interpretation for both model development and validation.
NONLINEAR MPC OF BATCH PROCESSES
Optimization problems in batch or fed batch processes are dynamic problems involving highly nonlinear process models. it must be assumed that at any operating point z , at least one local model validity function is nonzero. With this framework, the modeling problem consists of the following major tasks: 1 First, decompose the system's operating range into a number of operating regimes that completely cover the interesting range of operation. Such a decomposition can often be found by using an elementary understanding of the mechanisms in the system. 2 Second, for each operating regime, a local model structure must be developed. In addition, local model validity functions must be designed. However, this is usually a quite straightforward task when the decomposition into regimes has been accomplished.
3 Third, the unknown parameters p 1 ; : : : ; p N must be identi ed. If the local model structures are linearly parameterized, the local model validity function do not contain unknown parameters. Standard system identication tools can be applied. Since the model is nonlinear it is particularly important with informative data that covers all operating regimes with local models that contain unknown parameters.
SIMULATION EXAMPLE
Multiple local models that describe the non-linear dynamics are obtained and validated with OR-BIT, a MATLAB based tool for operating regime based modelling and identi cation, Johansen and Foss 1998 , in a realistic simulation study.
System description
The simulated true system model describe a synthesis of hexyl monoester maleic acid according to maleic anhydride and hexanol reaction. In fedbatch operation, reactant A maleic anhydride is rst melted; then reactant B hexanol is added at a regulated rate so that the heat generated is matched by the cooling capacity. The following state-space model is used to simulate the true system Chang and Hseih 1995: Table 1 . where x = C a ; C b ; T r ; V r , u = U 1 ; U 2 , a i is a vector of unknown parameters and A i and B i are system matrices of unknown parameters. For di erent initial conditions and input trajectories a n umber of representative batch simulations realized and identi cation data were generated. Using ORBIT Johansen and Foss 1998 we identi ed and validated a composite model consisting of 11 operating regimes with local linear models within each regime. The operating regimes are characterized using the variables T r and C a as shown in Figure 2 . Notice that the equation for the volume 15 was not identi ed since it was known a priori.
Model Predictive Control
The objective is to obtain a nal conversion of product B concentration to product A concentration in 99 . The optimization problem is formu- The trajectories are optimized from time t to the batch end time t f , which nominally equals 6700 seconds. The sampling interval of the controller is T = 100 seconds. At each sampling time, states are measured and above optimization problem was resolved in order to determine the optimum inputs to reach the objective. Figure 3 illustrates this procedure. The rst value of the input trajectories were applied to the plant and the procedure is repeated at the next sample. We consider two cases:
NMPC using the perfect model in the optimization for prediction. MMPC multi-model predictive control where the identi ed composite model is used for prediction in the optimization. In both cases, the criterion 18 is minimized using e04jbc NAG quasi-Newton algorithm, NAG.Ltd 1996.
Results and discussion
The achieved cost 18 are summarized in Table  2 This investigation showed that the operating regime based modeling framework can be used as a means for modelling batch and fed-batch processes from experimental data. Simulation experiments show that multiple model predictive control might be a useful alternative in these processes. Modeling and identi cation procedure suggest that critical part is characteristic variable selection and regimes splitting. Estimation aspect is obviously important from a practical point view, it has not been considered here because we supposed all states measured.
